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We propose and experimentally demonstrate a plug-and-play, practical, and enabling method
allowing to synchronize the building blocks of a quantum network in an all-optical way. Our scheme
relies on mature and reliable classical telecommunication and non-linear optical technologies and can
be implemented in a universal way with off-the-shelf components. Compared to already reported
solutions, it allows achieving high-quality synchronization compatible with high network-operation
rate and is free from opto-electronic jitters affecting servo-loop based configurations. We test our
scheme with a genuine quantum optical method in terms of the interference between two photons
coming from two remotely synchronized sources spaced by distances of up to 100 km. Measured
visibilities well above 90% confirm the validity of our approach. Due its simplicity and high-quality
performance, our scheme paves the way for the synchronization of long-distance quantum networks
based on fibre, free-space, as well as hybrid solutions.
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INTRODUCTION
Quantum networks and synchronization issues
In the context of digital society, quantum networks
promise to combine highly efficient data processing with
ultra-secure data exchanges [1–3]. This vision has moti-
vated the development of crucial constituents including
quantum memories [4, 5], coherent interfaces between
different systems [6–9], and optical quantum communi-
cation links based on quantum teleportation over long
fibre connections [10–13]. Nevertheless, the development
of operational quantum networks remains hindered by
the lack of practical synchronisation methods that allow
the different building blocks to work together under high
timing accuracy. If different synchronization strategies
have been investigated both in pulsed and in continuous
wave regimes, they suffer from important limitations in
terms of achievable operation rates and distances [14–17].
The pulsed regime offers the advantage of introducing
an intrinsic time-binning. However, in most of reported
realizations, synchronization has demanded the imple-
mentation of sophisticated, and hardly scalable, phase-
locked loops [15, 18] or atomic clocks and dedicated elec-
tronics [19, 20]. As relevant and recent examples, two
out-of-the-laboratory demonstrations [11, 12] have estab-
lished the state-of-the-art for discrete variable quantum
networks, by showing entanglement teleportation across
metropolitan areas. In both schemes, the synchroniza-
tion of the network nodes relies on custom feedback sys-
tems. These latter, as for all strategies relying on servo-
loops [15–18], are based on opto-electronic conversions
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that come at the price of unavoidable timing-jitters. To
mitigate their effect, photons carrying the quantum in-
formation must be filtered so as to have long coherence
times and relax the constraints on the synchronization.
This requires the use of spectral filtering stages [16] and,
more importantly, poses a fundamental limitation to the
maximum clocking regime in order to avoid signals from
different photons to superpose. Alternatively, a different
approach is based on continuous operation regime and on
the post-selection of single time mode events by means
of detection [16, 21]. In this case, as no intrinsic time-
binning is provided by the continuous lasers, detector
timing jitters become the principal source of time uncer-
tainty. However, to comply with typical detection jitters
(at best few tens of ps) [22], extremely narrow spectral
filtering stages are demanded with a dramatic effect on
working rate.
In this study, we consider the pulsed regime and show
that an efficient, universal, and plug-and-play solution
to the quantum network synchronisation is provided by
the combination of off-the-shelf classical telecommunica-
tion and nonlinear optics technologies. Our idea is to
exploit classical telecom know-how to distribute an all-
optical clock signal over a fibre network and to apply
locally-adapted nonlinear optical stages [17] to tailor its
spectral properties and make it drive directly the devices
located at the different nodes. By using suitable nonlin-
ear optical conversions, this scheme can be employed to
deliver a common time-reference to distant quantum sys-
tems with no a priori restrictions on either their nature or
number. We successfully tested it by synchronizing two
distant photon pair sources. Compared to other reported
solutions, our fully-optical method offers high synchro-
nisation quality without the need for complex clock or
control systems. This strategy dramatically reduces the
experimental overhead and bypasses accuracy limitations
due to finite speed [18] and timing-jitters of current servo-
loop systems [23].
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FIG. 1. Conceptual architecture of our synchronisation pro-
cedure based on an all-optical master clock. Optical clock
laser pulses are distributed in parallel to different nodes of the
quantum network via classical optical channels. At each of the
nodes, depending on the specific situation, the clock pulses are
locally shaped in an all-optical fashion via amplification and
nonlinear optical stages and used to feed directly the quan-
tum devices (entanglement generation or storage) present at
the node. By doing so, the nodes driven by the same optical
clock are automatically synchronized without the introduc-
tion of any jitters and without the need for control systems.
As for general quantum networks, they can now be connected
by quantum communication channels and used to share quan-
tum information.
Its extreme simplicity, universality, and feasibility with
current technologies make our synchronisation scheme a
valuable strategy for future, long distance, quantum net-
works made with fibres and/or in-space architectures.
A timing-jitter free solution
In a practical situation, the master clock is repre-
sented by a pulsed laser emitting at a telecom wavelength
compatible with long distance distribution in optical fi-
bres. Classical telecom technology represents a particu-
larly convenient work frame by providing ultra-fast opti-
cal clocks with pulse repetition rates up to 10 GHz [24],
chromatic dispersion compensation modules, high gain
erbium-doped fibre amplifiers (EDFA), and low loss fibre
components, including dense wavelength demultiplexing
stages (DWDM) [25].
As shown in FIG. 1, master clock pulses are distributed
in parallel to different network nodes and are locally used
to optically pump remote quantum devices. By doing so,
the quantum systems (nodes 1 to n in FIG. 1) are all
driven by synchronous optical pulses and are, as a con-
sequence, automatically provided with the same intrinsic
timing reference. We stress that, since the clock laser
does not convey any quantum information, its routing
over the network can fully benefit from standard clas-
sical telecommunication tools. Undesired nonlinear ef-
fects caused by the propagation of ultra-short optical
pulses over long optical fibres [26] can be overcome by
using Fourier-transform-limited optical pulses lasting a
few picoseconds (instead of femtoseconds). At the same
time, advances in nonlinear optics ensure that off-the-
shelf components can be employed, if necessary, to ef-
ficiently shape the master clock signal in the frequency
domain so as to make it compatible with a specific and
operational quantum device [17]. This includes the pos-
sibility, after the distribution, of obtaining pulses that
are longer than picosecond by means of adequate local
spectral filtering.
Conceptually, the entire process of clock sharing, and
manipulation is all-optical and free from parasite timing-
jitters, typically in the order of tens of ps [14, 23], that
arise from opto-electronic conversions in servo-loops. In
this regard, we emphasise that random timing-jitters are
responsible for the main limitation in timing precision
for most of the reported synchronisation configurations.
Moreover, they represent an intrinsic limit to maximum
achievable clock rates as they cause signals from differ-
ent clock cycles to superpose [22]. In our scheme, the
timing accuracy is in principle only defined by the stabil-
ity of the master clock repetition rate, whose uncertainty
is well below 100 fs for off-the-shelf ultra-fast lasers and
can go down to a fraction of a femtosecond in research-
grade systems [27]. Accordingly, our method guarantees
high precision and is straightforwardly compatible with
ultra-fast operation driven by master clock lasers paced
at GHz repetition rates [24]. Eventually, in the partic-
ular case of quantum network configurations requiring
an interferometric phase stabilisation [28], our method is
fully compliant with the addition of an optical frequency
reference, as achieved in large infrastructures for time-
frequency dissemination [29].
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Synchronisation tests on short distances
To demonstrate the validity of our strategy, we ap-
ply it to the synchronisation of two remote photon pair
sources (PPSs) in a quantum relay configuration (see
FIG. 2). Such an architecture lies at the heart of reli-
able quantum networks, because synchronous and inde-
pendent entangled photon sources and relay nodes are
key elements to any quantum teleportation-based opti-
cal quantum link [10, 12]. In our study, the all-optical
synchronisation is provided by a commercial ultra-fast
optical clock (Pritel -UOC) emitting 2 ps long pulses at
1540 nm with a timing jitter ≤100 fs. In order to obtain
a quantitative measurement of the PPS synchronisation,
we use the genuine quantum optical method referred to
as Hong Ou Mandel (HOM) distinguishability test be-
tween independent photons coming each from one of the
two sources [23]. The interference visibility provides the
relevant witness of the synchronisation quality. A per-
fect photon coalescence, i.e. a visibility of 100%, corre-
sponds to two interfering photons indistinguishable in the
3temporal modes in which they are emitted and synchro-
nised with an accuracy better than their coherence time,
namely, their intrinsic time uncertainty [23]. Conversely,
any timing-jitter accumulated during the photon gener-
ation process or through the quantum channel would in-
duce a random fluctuation around the dip minimum and
would result in decreased visibility.
We qualify our synchronisation scheme by considering
different separations between the PPSs, including asym-
metric configurations where, as in real-world configura-
tions, the distances between the clock laser and each of
the PPS are unbalanced. Due to the importance of the
master clock laser characteristics for the entire setup, we
start by focusing only on the relevance of its coherence
properties on the synchronisation quality and temporar-
ily put aside supplementary difficulties linked to long-
distance operation. By means of preliminary classical in-
terference (not represented), we first measured the mas-
ter clock coherence length to be of Lc '200 m. Subse-
quently, we perform HOM experiments by considering
the case of a symmetric configuration in which the mas-
ter clock laser is set perfectly halfway between the two
sources, spaced '10 m and that of an asymmetric one in
which the distance between the clock laser and each of the
EEPS shows a distance mismatch of ∆L '400 m> Lc.
FIG. 3-a and -b report the HOM dips that were mea-
sured in the two operation conditions. As can be seen,
there is no difference between the two experimentally ob-
tained results and, in both configurations, the HOM pro-
file is recovered with an extremely high raw visibility of
100%. As accidental 4-fold coincidences between dark
counts, or dark counts and single photons, are negligible,
this measured raw HOM visibility coincides with its net
value corrected for detection noise [23]. The excellent re-
sult on visibility conceptually confirms the high quality of
our synchronisation protocol and, at the same time, vali-
dates the lack of possible constraints related to the laser
coherence or its distance with respect to the sources.
As a final remark, we observe that by means of er-
ror propagation, we can estimate, from our experimental
data, a lower bound to HOM visibility of 95.5%. Under
the hypothesis of Gaussian distributed timing uncertain-
ties, this value sets our minimum detectable jitters to
3 ps. A better accuracy would be obtained with a richer
statistic of 4-fold events. Without changing the pumping
conditions, and, as a consequence, the photon-pair emis-
sion statistics, this can be done by using a clock with
a higher repetition rate of 10 GHz and state-of-the-art
superconducting detector with ultra-low detection jitters
and quantum efficiency close to 90% [30]. This would
increase the overall count by a factor 40 and lead to a
measured jitter ∼0.5 ps.
Long distance operation
Subsequently, in order to check the validity of our
method for practical network purposes, we perform the
synchronisation of two PPSs spaced by 100 km, i.e. each
at 50 km±1 km from the master clock location. The tests
are effectuated in-the-laboratory, by employing 50 km
long spools of optical fibres. Nevertheless, this configura-
tion reproduces a realistic long-distance operation where
the distribution of the maser-clock pulses over optical
fibres is affected by strong propagation losses and non-
negligible chromatic dispersion effects. Moreover, such a
protocol must cope with thermal fluctuations in the long
fibre links.
In our realization, the clock pulses directed toward
each source have a mean power of ∼1.25 mW. This op-
tical power is attenuated by propagation losses in the
fibres (-10 dB) and extra-losses at the chromatic dis-
persion modules (-6 dB), thus leading to a mean power
of 25µW. At the same time, due to chromatic disper-
sion, the duration of the clock pulses broadens from
2 ps to 0.85 ns. As already stated, to face these effects,
our scheme fully benefits from standard telecom tech-
nology and both attenuation and chromatic dispersion
are efficiently managed thanks to plug-and-play EDFA
and chromatic dispersion compensation modules based
on adapted dispersion-shifted fibres [25]. Accordingly,
the most critical point lies in the fibre refractive index
temperature dependence [31] that can modify the opti-
cal distances between the two sources. For our experi-
mental setup, thermal variations result in a drift of the
HOM dip position of up to 5 mm/h. This figure has
to be compared with a dip full-width-half-maximum of
'6 mm and with typical measurement integration time
of 1 hour/point. This effect can seriously compromise
the synchronisation quality and directly maps to a shift
of the HOM dip position in real time. Nevertheless, we
stress that, compared to fast and random noise due to
optoelectronic time-jitters, thermal fluctuations induce
slow variations, an issue that has been comprehensively
addressed in the past and which can be easily corrected
with a standard-performance fibre-length tracking sys-
tem [32].
In order to implement an active length stabilisation
system, we use the fibre spools that connect the two
PPSs to the master clock as the two arms of a classi-
cal Mach-Zehnder interferometer and employ a fraction
of the intensity of the master clock laser to track the
position of the classical interference fringes.
The system corrects length fluctuations with an accu-
racy of ∼0.3 mm, to be compared with a dip full-width-
at-half-maximum of ∼6 mm. We stress that this is not
the state-of-the-art value for the stabilisation of long dis-
tance interferometers and higher accuracies are reported
in the literature [10, 12, 32]. As shown in FIG. 3-c, the
experimental results obtained with our correction system
show a high raw visibility above 90.5%, therefore validat-
ing our synchronisation approach for long distance opera-
tion. Note that this visibility value is compatible with our
in-house servo-loop characteristics, and its low accuracy.
Visibilities greater than 95% would be straightforwardly
achieved, with a more accurate correction system.
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FIG. 2. Experimental setup employed for testing the synchronisation of two remote photon pair sources (PPSs). Conceptually,
this setup is similar to those used in entanglement teleportation experiments. Optical pulses at 1540 nm from the all-optical
master clock are distributed via optical fibres to two PPSs. At the PPS nodes, pulses are locally amplified (EDFA), frequency
doubled (SHG) and used to pump the photon pair generation stages (SPDC). The SPDC and the SHG stages are packaged into
in-house boxes so as to reduce thermal fluctuations and their temperature is actively stabilized. At the output of the SPDC,
the paired photons are separated as a function of their frequency by a fibre wavelength demultiplexer (WDM) and the source
synchronisation is qualified via a HOM experiment between the photons at 1536.27 nm heralded by their twins at 1543.73 nm.
In order to obtain the HOM dip, a delay line at PPS1 allows changing, in a controlled way, the arrival time of one of the two
interfering photon at the relay station. Detector APD2 corresponds to 4 free-running avalanche photo-diode (IDQ 220) whose
outputs are connected to a logic OR gate. They each feature a quantum detection efficiency of 25%, 7µs dead time, and a dark
count probability of 10−6/ns. APD2 provides a trigger signal to the three other APDs (IDQ 210) operated in a gated mode
and all showing 20% quantum detection efficiency, 7µs dead time, and a dark count probability of 10−5/ns. APD’s saturation
rate is '60 kHz for all individual APDs and ≤200 kHz for the multiplexed detector. These values impose a limitation to the
mean number of photon pairs that are generated by each source and, in turns, to the maximum pump power at the SDPC
input. Typical employed pump powers at 770 nm are ∼15 mW.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have presented and experimentally
demonstrated a novel protocol that solely and simply re-
lies on an all-optical master clock laser, the timing pre-
cision of which guarantees the synchronisation of a net-
work blocks over long distance. Our concept exploits
elementary off-the-shelf telecom technologies and optical
frequency conversion stages to enable universal plug-and-
play optical synchronisation of any quantum node. The
synchronization approach proposed here is extremely ver-
satile and allows in principle to add to a quantum net-
work as many nodes (quantum memories, sources, etc.)
as necessary and this whatever their nature is. In this
sense, our synchronization method can therefore be seen
as an enabling method for scaling up quantum networks.
Compared to previously reported methods, we empha-
sise that our solution dramatically reduces the overhead
for experimental resources. We validate our strategy for
the synchronisation of distant photon pair sources based
on the SPDC process by observing extremely high qual-
ity two-photon interference over 100 km. We stress that,
provided suitable nonlinear optical stages are available,
our strategy is compatible with generic optical devices at
the nodes of quantum networks, thus providing a relevant
tool for future practical architectures.
MATERIALS & METHODS
A quantum relay configuration
To demonstrate the validity of our strategy, we apply it
to the synchronisation of two remote photon pair sources
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FIG. 3. Raw experimental results of the HOM interference be-
tween photons emitted by PPS1 and PPS2. The curves show
4-fold coincidences between the 2 heralding detectors and the
2 detectors at the relay station. Error bars are given as the
standard deviation of Poissonian distributions. a) HOM dip
for the case of two PPSs spaced by 10 m with the master clock
put perfectly halfway; b) HOM dip for an asymmetric config-
uration with a length mismatch ∆L '400 m ≥ Lc; c) HOM
dip for the case of two PPSs spaced by 100 km with the mas-
ter clock at a distance of approximately 50±1 km from each
source. Red lines represent Gaussian fits on the experimental
data. We underline higher 4-fold coincidence rates could be
achieved by simply replacing the APDs by superconducting
single photon detectors exhibiting high saturation rates in the
MHz regime and detection efficiencies up to 90% [18, 27] and
thus allowing to operate the experiment at higher rates.
(PPSs) in a quantum relay configuration (see FIG. 2).
The all-optical synchronisation is provided by a com-
mercial ultra-fast optical clock (Pritel -UOC) emitting
2 ps long pulses at 1540 nm, corresponding to the stan-
dard channel 47 of the international telecommunication
union (ITU) wavelength grid. Typical mean powers are
∼2.5 mW. The laser works at repetition rate of 2.5 GHz
with a residual timing error on the pulses’ emission times
≤ 100 fs. Its output is split into two at a 50:50 fibre beam
splitter and distributed via standard optical fibres to the
two remote PPSs. The PPSs generate paired photons at
telecom wavelengths via type-0 spontaneous parametric
down conversion (SPDC) in in-house periodically poled
lithium niobate waveguides [17, 23, 24]. Accordingly,
at each PPS station, master clock pulses are amplified
up to 1 W using erbium-doped fibre amplifiers (EDFA)
and frequency converted to 770 nm via second harmonic
generation (SHG) as required to use them to pump the
SPDC process. The source synchronization is guaranteed
only if the optical pulses pumping the remote generation
processes do not exhibit relative time-jitters. This con-
dition is automatically satisfied when the SPDC stages
are directly pumped by the same master clock laser [23].
Typical pump powers before the SPDC stages are set to
∼15 mW at 770 nm so as to avoid saturation at the detec-
tion stages. Correspondingly, emitted photon pairs fol-
low a Poissonian statistics17 with mean number of pairs
per pump pulse ∼0.0012. We note that, in view of long
distance applications, time-bin entangled photons can be
conveniently obtained at the output of type-0 SPDC, by
locally adding on the path of pump pulses at 770 nm an
unbalanced interferometer [14, 17]. Alternatively, polar-
ization entanglement can be obtained by replacing our
non-linear waveguides with different ones allowing for a
type II phase matched SPDC [14].
Following a typical teleportation scheme, signal pho-
tons at 1543.73 nm (ITU channel 42) coming from the
PPSs are routed by a fibre wavelength de-multiplexing
stage (WDM) [17, 23] towards distant communication
partners to be locally detected by two avalanche pho-
todiodes (APD1 and APD4 in FIG. 2). Idler photons
at 1536.27 nm (ITU channel 50) are directed towards a
central relay station where their synchronisation is eval-
uated (relay station in the figure). Signal and idler pho-
tons are filtered so as to have a spectral bandwidth of
800 nm (100 GHz) and 200 nm (25 GHz), corresponding
to coherence times of 4 ps and 17 ps, respectively. Note
that, in the context of quantum communication over long
distances, the ps-regime has been demonstrated to enable
near perfect two-photon interference while being fully
compatible with standard telecom components and op-
tical filters [23]. To evaluate the quality of the synchro-
nization, we use HOM distinguishability test between
independent photons coming each from one of the two
sources [33]. The visibility of the associated two-photon
interference pattern represents a pertinent figure-of-merit
assessing the quality of the synchronization. To this end,
we follow the very standard approach of quantum re-
6lays [11, 12, 23] and make both our PPSs work as her-
alded single photon sources. In principle, this strategy
allows optimizing the performances of the HOM test in
terms of two-photon interference visibility. In our ex-
periment, detection signals of photons at 1543.73 nm at
APD1 and APD4 announce the presence of heralded idler
photons at 1536.27 nm from PPS1 and PPS2, respec-
tively [24].
A robust Hong Ou Mandel setup
The HOM test setup interference employed in our ex-
periment relies on polarization-based two-photon inter-
ference [12]. The heralded photons from the two sources
are sent to a fibre polarisation beam splitter (f-PBS),
which cleans their respective polarisations and projects
their original state on the quantum state |Ψ〉 = |H〉|V 〉.
A polarisation controller (PC) is used to rotate the po-
larisation state of the pair by 45◦, leading to the state:
|Ψ〉PC = 1√2 (|H〉|V 〉+ |V 〉|V 〉 − |H〉|H〉 − |V 〉|H〉). The
PC output is subsequently sent to a second f-PBS whose
outputs are each connected to an APD (APD2 and
APD3). The relative photon arrival times are changed
by a dedicated optical delay-line (DL) and the coinci-
dences between the counts of four APDs are recoded as
a function of the relative delay. If the photons are per-
fectly indistinguishable in all degrees of freedom, namely
spatial, spectral and temporal modes, except for their
polarisation upon impinging the first f-PBS, quantum
theory predicts that contributions |H〉|V 〉 and |V 〉|H〉 in-
terfere destructively. As a consequence, when the pho-
ton delay is set to zero and a high-quality and stable
source synchronization is achieved, the quantum state
after the action of both the f-PBS leads to the state
|Ψ〉HOM = 1√2 (|V 〉|V 〉 − |H〉|H〉) and detectors APD2
and APD3 can never fire together. A dip in the four-fold
coincidences among detection signals from all the APDs
is thus observed. The interference visibility provides the
relevant witness of the synchronisation quality. We recall
that the success of any teleportation protocol critically
depends on two-photon interference [16, 24], thus mak-
ing the exploitation of a HOM-type interferometers an
extremely pertinent testbed to verify the practical capac-
ity of any synchronisation technique. At the same time,
compared with the original HOM scheme where single
photons are mixed on a 50:50 beam-splitter, as discussed
in Ref. [34], our chosen configuration offers two main ad-
vantages : a) as the first f-PBS acts as a polarisation
filter, any polarising rotation of the impinging photons
only decreases the rate of detected counts but does not
affect the interference visibility; b) spectral filtering of
signal photons originating from separate SPDC sources
is performed by a single fibre Bragg grating (FBG) filter,
placed immediately after the first f-PBS. Accordingly, the
indistinguishability in terms of spectral mode is automat-
ically ensured and it is immune to the shifting wavelength
of the FBG filter. Note that the bandwidth of photons at
FIG. 4. Fibre length stabilisation setup for the HOM test
in the case of two PPS spaced by 100 km. The delay line
∆L1 allows us to check the maximum of the Mach-Zehnder
classical interference fringes. In case of unwanted shift, a
correction signal is sent to a second delay line, ∆L2 in order
to conveniently adjust the HOM dip scan. The stabilisation
system is in-house with off-the-shelf and low-cost standard
electronic components.
1536.27 nm (25 GHz) has been chosen so as to have pure
heralded single photon states, despite parasitic frequency
correlations due to the SPDC process [23, 24]. For the
test over long distances, in order to implement an active
length stabilisation system, we use the fibre spools that
connect the two PPSs to the master clock as the two
arms of a classical Mach-Zehnder interferometer and em-
ploy a fraction of the intensity of the master clock laser to
track the position of the classical interference fringes (see
FIG. 4). We correct optical length variations dynamically
by adjusting the optical delay line used for the HOM in-
terference in response to the variations. We note that in
our experiment, the Mach-Zehnder output beam coupler
combines optical signals immediately before the sponta-
neous parametric down conversion (SPDC) stages. In a
real-world configuration the output beam splitter can be,
for instance, set at the relay station, so as to take into ac-
count also length fluctuations and polarisation dispersion
in the fibres downstream from the PPSs. Other configu-
rations can rely on Michelson-like interferometers, where
a fraction of the optical clock counter-propagates back
and forth through each of the spools and provides infor-
mation on their optical length.
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